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The substantial influence of negative sampling and
prevalence when presenting classification results:
case study with TOF-MRA
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Synopsis
One recurrent problem for applying deep learning models in medical imaging is the reduced availability of labelled training data. A common
approach is therefore to focus on image patches rather than whole volumes, thus increasing the number of samples. However, for many
diseases anomalous patches (positive samples) are outnumbered by negative patches showing no anomaly. Here, we explore different
strategies for negative sampling in the context of brain aneurysm detection. We show that classification performances can vary drastically with
respect to negative sampling, and that real-world disease or anomaly prevalence can further degrade performance estimates.

Introduction
1-4

Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA) is routinely performed to monitor/detect intracranial aneurysms. From MRA volumes, most recent studies then
usually carry out tasks such as segmentation or classification (detection). In the past few years, both of these tasks have been drastically changed due to
5
progress in deep learning (DL) algorithms . However, along with the benefits brought by DL, several challenges also became evident, such as the limited
6
availability of training examples for building models that do not suffer from overfitting . A common practice adopted to mitigate this problem consists in
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analyzing 3D patches extracted from the available patient scans, instead of the entire volumes, to increase the dataset dimension
. While for the minority
class (e.g. anomaly of interest, such as an aneurysm/lesion) this operation is restricted by the availability of positive cases, extraction of negative samples
(majority-class negative sampling) comes with a challenge: the choice of the extraction criterion. Narrowing just to classification, indeed extracted negative
patches could be too easily classified by the model, due for instance to gross intensity or anatomical differences. This choice can dramatically alter final
2,15
results, along with the oftentimes-forgotten real-world prevalence adjustment for the study population. Though similar works
mentioned the potential
effect of prevalence, none of them corrected classification metrics accordingly. In this regard, this work explores how classification performances of a
convolutional neural network (CNN) used to detect brain aneurysms in Time-of-Flight MRA (TOF-MRA) can vary with respect to the negative sampling
strategy used and to different levels of disease/anomaly prevalence.

Methods
A retrospective cohort of 232 subjects who underwent clinically-indicated TOF-MRA between 2010 and 2012 was used. Patients with one or more
unruptured intracranial aneurysms were included, while treated and ruptured aneurysms were excluded. Out of 232, 88 had one (or more) aneurysm(s),
while 144 did not present any. The overall number of aneurysms is 120. A 3D gradient recalled echo sequence with Partial Fourier technique was used for
all subjects. Figure 1 illustrates details about the population and the MR acquisition. Manual masks were drawn around aneurysms by one reader with 3
years of experience in neuroimaging and were used to distinguish positive/negative patches. Different aneurysms of the same patient were treated as
independent. Similarly, for patients with multiple sessions, we treated each session independently. The dataset was organized according to the Brain
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Imaging Data Structure (BIDS) standard. Data was pre-processed as illustrated in Figure 2. First, we performed brain extraction with the Brain Extraction
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Tool . Second, the Vascular Modelling Toolkit was used to extract a vessel mask of each subject. After preprocessing, three datasets (henceforth D1, D2,
D3) were created. While positive patches were centered around the aneurysms and identical for the three datasets, the following strategies were applied for
negative sampling (all without overlap with aneurysms), in increasing order of difficulty for the network:
For D1, negative patches were extracted randomly within the pre-processed brain.
For D2, we imposed an intensity threshold for the extraction: with an iterative search we only extracted the patch when its average brightness was
higher than a threshold which, in turn, was chosen according to the average brightness of positive patches. This avoids extracting patches that are
too dark with respect to positive ones which include vessels and therefore are usually brighter.
The iterative search for D3 only extracted the negative patch if the percentage of vessel voxels (obtained with VMTK masks) was higher than a
certain threshold within the candidate volume. This was performed to ensure that also patches containing vessels without aneurysms were included.
Again, the threshold was chosen according to the average percentage of vessel voxels found in positive patches.
For all datasets, we extracted 741 negative and 120 positive patches. Each dataset was split into training (70%), validation (15%) and test (15%) set to fit
the model, tune its hyperparameters and report final results, respectively. Three negative patches taken from D1, D2 and D3, plus one positive patch are
shown in Figure 3, while the structure of the network is illustrated in Figure 4. When presenting classification results, along with standard metrics, we
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included two additional ones, namely real-world PPV and real-world NPV as . These are computed specifying an explicit prevalence:
S ensitivity ∗ P revalence
RW _P P V =
S ensitivity ∗ P revalence + (1 − S pecif icity) ∗ (1 − P revalence)

S pecif icity ∗ (1 − P revalence)
RW _N P V =
S pecif icity ∗ (1 − P revalence) + (1 − S ensitivity) ∗ P revalence

Here, we corrected PPV and NPV with a 5% prevalence (i.e. aneurysm prevalence in

20
TOF-MRA patients ).

Results
Figure 5 shows classification results achieved by our CNN on the untouched test sets. When taking true prevalence into account (RW-PPV), results
decrease dramatically for D2 and D3, whereas they remain acceptable for D1. Moreover, as expected, performances decrease as negative sampling
difficulty increases.

Discussion
This work demonstrates how classification results that at first glance might seem promising, should instead always be contextualized with respect to the
disease prevalence and to the negative sampling technique. Indeed, seemingly small differences between good results can be magnified dramatically when
real-world prevalence is considered. Furthermore, the choice of the negative sampling strategy must also be clearly specified since it can likewise alter
results significantly. In clinical setting, where the whole brain would be scanned patch-wise for aneurysm detection, we expect performances to be lowerbounded by D3 and upper-bounded by D1.
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Figures

Upper table: distribution of patients and corresponding aneurysms. *Each session was treated as a distinct case; hence, we finally extract patches from
243 cases, even though our cohort is made of 232 subjects. Lower table: MR acquisition parameters of the study population.

(a): Example of one TOF-MRA scan and corresponding brain extraction (brown) performed with Brain Extraction Tool - BET. (b): Brain vessel mask
computed with Vascular Modelling Toolkit – VMTK from the skull-stripped volume.

One negative patch and a corresponding axial slice extracted from (a) D1 (random sampling), (b) D2 (intensity-matched sampling) and (c) D3 (vesselness3.
matched sampling), respectively. (d) Positive patch and one axial slice, along with the red annotation of one aneurysm. All patches have size 40

3D-Convolutional Neural Network used to classify MRA patches. The final output is either positive (patch with aneurysm) or negative (no aneurysm). Each
layer has ReLU activation function, except the last dense layer which has a sigmoid function. Adam optimizer was used. Learning rate (LR), #epochs (E),
batch size (BS), dropout rate (DR), #conv layers and #dense nodes were tuned with the validation set. This led to the following hyperparameters for test
evaluation: LR=1e-05, BS=32, E=25, DR=0.

Classification results for D1, D2 and D3. For each dataset, a separate untouched test set was created and used for computing the results. DS = data set,
Acc = accuracy, Sens = sensitivity, Spec = specificity, AUC = Area Under ROC Curve, RW-PPV = real-world positive predictive value, RW-NPV = real-world
negative predictive value. The 14% prevalence value comes from the two classes distribution in D1, D2 and D3. Boldface numbers represent highest
results.
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